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PURPOSE 

This report proposes the establishment of a wholly owned local housing company to 
support the Council’s affordable housing development programme. 

An investment of £10m in the form of loan funding to the company can support the 
delivery of 50 units for sub market rent on an assured shorthold basis, but providing 
a more secure housing offer than the private rented sector currently offer residents in 
housing need. 

The report recommends that, to support the establishment of the company, £10m be 
included in the Capital Strategy to be considered by Council in February 2018, and 
that draft governance agreements be prepared for final approval. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

That Cabinet (Housing) Committee support the following recommendations to 
Cabinet: 

1. That the proposal to establish a wholly Council owned non-charitable 
Company limited by shares to deliver and manage sub market rented housing 
be approved. 
 

2. That a £10m loan facility to support the company’s development activity be 
included within the Capital Strategy for 2018/19. 
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3. That a further report be brought to this Committee, setting out the detailed 
business plan and draft governance agreements for the company. 
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IMPLICATIONS: 
 
1 COUNCIL STRATEGY OUTCOME  

1.1 Providing new homes is a strategic priority for the Council and doubling the 
existing programme by 2020 is a key outcome the Council Strategy is seeking 
to achieve.  Whilst the Council is able to deliver new homes for rent through 
its Housing Revenue Account, debt cap rules mean that scope for this is 
limited.  The Council also recognises the need for a range of affordable 
housing products to meet housing need and alternative vehicles will be 
required to support this. 

1.2 Establishing a housing company to deliver housing tenures not permitted 
through Housing Revenue Account rules is also a key priority of the Strategy. 

2 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

2.1 Any investment through housing companies will rely on prudential borrowing 
and this report recommends provision of £10m be included within the Capital 
Strategy for 2018/19 to support development through the Housing Company 
once it is established. 

2.2 Alongside the recent recommendation to increase the Strategic Asset 
Purchase fund by £15m, any additional General Fund investment in housing 
development will hasten the need for external borrowing (alongside the wider 
capital programme) for the Council. 

2.3 Initial modelling based on existing Council developments indicates that a 
company delivering sub market rented units can be financial viable, although 
General Fund returns are only projected at 3.4%.  Detailed modelling is 
included at Exempt Appendix A. 

2.4 All scenarios tested as set out in Exempt Appendix A have negative “net 
present values” (NPV).  However, both the single company and “dual 
company” scenarios are financially viable and have positive “internal rates of 
return” (IRR) which are significantly higher than the rates that the Council 
could achieve from the investment of its cash reserves.  The Council will need 
to determine to what degree it is prepared to borrow to fund development in 
order for a detailed business case to be prepared. 

2.5 CAB2911(HSG) approved £100,000 to support the work required to establish 
a housing company including commissioning the necessary legal and financial 
advice and additional staff resource.  This remains sufficient to support the 
project. 

1 LEGAL AND PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS  

1.1 The proposal to develop housing for “sub-market private rent” and let on 
assured shorthold tenancies reflects the strategic need for additional housing 
options for residents threatened with homelessness is one that cannot be 
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delivered through the Housing Revenue Account and a company structure is 
therefore required to support such an approach. 
 

1.2 The Council's power to set up and use a company or similar structure to 
support affordable housing delivery depends on whether it is reasonable to 
use section 1of the Localism Act 2011 and not section 9 of the Housing Act 
1985 
 

1.3 The Council has commissioned specific legal advice from Trowers and 
Hamlins LLP to provide initial legal advice to ensure any vehicle it establishes 
to support development is in accordance with the Council’s legal powers and 
that any future operation is compliant with those powers.  The advice is 
included with Exempt Appendix A. 

1.4 Additional support will be required to prepare contractual and other 
documentation, such as articles, shareholder/Intra-Group agreement and loan 
facility agreements for on-lending. 

2 WORKFORCE IMPLICATIONS  

2.1 Additional resource to support the delivery of the project has yet to be 
appointed but will be required if the proposals in this report are approved. 

2.2 Once established, it is proposed that marginal capacity of existing teams is 
utilised to support company activity, charged on a cost recovery contractual 
basis thus generating additional income for the Council.  As development 
activity will be marginal to the Council’s overall development programme, no 
additional resource requirements are projected at this stage. 

3 PROPERTY AND ASSET IMPLICATIONS  

3.1 None at this stage although the proposals set out in this report will support the 
overall development programme and also allow more flexibility for the 
management of Council properties with the option of leasing to the company if 
required. 

4 CONSULTATION AND COMMUNICATION  

4.1 Officers have liaised with other authorities who have established a range of 
vehicles relating to property development. 
 

5 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

5.1 None 

6 EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

6.1 None 
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7 RISK MANAGEMENT  

Risk  Mitigation Opportunities 
Property 
 
High and increasing 
development costs in 
south east 

 
 
Detailed financial 
modelling based on 
current building costs 
 

 

Community Support   
Timescales 
 

 
 

 

Project capacity 
 
Capacity to establish 
company in time to 
support specific 
development projects 

 
 
External support 
commissioned to assist 
establishing company 

 

Financial / VfM 
Investment doesn’t 
achieve projected return 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tax rules/HMRC 
requirements impacting on 
viability  
 
Future Govt restrictions on 
prudential borrowing 
(similar to HRA debt cap) 
to limit growing public 
sector debt 

 
Detailed financial 
modelling  
Careful selection of 
investment option 
Sensitivity analysis 
completed. 
 
Modelling demonstrates 
that asset values all 
exceed development costs 
 
Additional tax advice to be 
commissioned 
 
 
All developments to be 
viable individually and not 
reliant on profits from 
future developments 

 

Legal 
Council acting outside of 
relevant powers 
 
 

 
External specialist Legal 
advice on company 
governance will be  
commissioned and 
included within the final 
report 
 
 

 

Innovation   
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Reputation   
Other   
 
8 SUPPORTING INFORMATION: 

Background 

8.1 CAB2911(HSG) set out an initial proposal to establish a dual structure with a 
development company for commercial activity, a subsidiary charitable arm to 
deliver some affordable housing and affordable rented units being purchased 
by the Council through the HRA.  However, financial modelling has 
demonstrated that developing housing through such a model is significantly 
more expensive than the current approach of the HRA directly funding 
development on Council land (as a result of commercial borrowing costs, land 
transfer costs and tax implications). 
 

8.2 The development of affordable housing is a key priority in the Council 
Strategy.  The current New Build programme continues to deliver ahead of 
targets although plans are limited by the HRA debt cap rules.  Also, the 
Council only has powers to let rented property on a secure tenancy or fixed 
term basis and has no power to deliver assured shorthold tenancies through 
its HRA.  A company structure would be required to meet the Council Strategy 
priority to deliver sub market private rented units to support identifying 
appropriate housing options for families threatened with homelessness. 
 

8.3 Whilst the Council Strategy identifies the need for a range of affordable 
housing tenures, addressing the demand for social/affordable rented housing 
remains the significant priority.  As housing companies cannot deliver this 
option, it is clear that a housing company will not address the current funding 
challenges in isolation.  Officers have met with Government representatives to 
discuss the potential for increasing the current debt cap.  Also, the 
Government and the Homes and Communities Agency have indicated that 
grant levels are likely to increase in the future.  In light of this, continuing to 
rely on the current approach of funding the majority of the Council’s 
development programme through the HRA is recommended. 
 

8.4 Accessing the Private Rented Market 
 

8.5 With demand on Council housing so high and average waiting times running 
to several years, private rented housing is usually the only housing option 
available for many applicants.  The City Council can discharge its duty to 
homeless applicants by identifying appropriate private rented housing.  
However, private rented housing in many parts of the district is very expensive 
and frequently nothing can be identified within the “local housing allowance”. 
Deposits and letting fees only add to the high cost of this option. 
 

8.6 The Council’s “City Lets” initiative seeks to work with landlords by offering a 
lettings and management service and has achieved some success, with 30 
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properties either signed up or in the process of being signed up.  However, 
increasing this number will be challenging, with so few landlords prepared to 
let properties at or near to local housing allowance levels. 
 

8.7 In light of the challenges the Council faces in accessing this market, it is 
proposed that it develops its own units for this purpose.  A Housing Company 
would be required to deliver sub market rented housing on an assured 
shorthold tenancy.  However, as the Council would have full control, it could 
waive letting fees and deposits, agree longer than the standard 6 month 
shorthold tenancies and provide a more secure rented offer than the private 
sector.  Whilst not as secure as housing delivered through the HRA, such an 
approach would support additional development and improve housing options 
overall.   
 

8.8 Housing Company Proposal 
 

8.9 To achieve the strategic aim of increasing the supply of sub-market rented 
accommodation in the district for the needs of local residents, it is proposed to 
establish a non charitable company limited by shares and wholly owned by 
the Council.  Rather than the previous proposal of a dual structure, a single 
Company structure is considered to be more appropriate and straight forward 
reflecting the fact that this tenure will always be a marginal element of the 
Council’s development programme. 
 

8.10 An investment of £10m funded from General Fund reserves and/or prudential 
borrowing would support the development of approximately 50 units.  The 
investment would be in the form of a loan to the Company on commercial 
terms, providing additional income for the Council. 
 

8.11 A proportion of sites or part-sites included in the new build programme can be 
sold to the company, which would then directly fund development.   
 

8.12 Such a company would be a contracting authority and would fall within the 
scope of EU procurement rules. 

 
8.13 It would also be possible to lease existing Council properties to the company 

for short to medium term use as sub market rented housing.  This would allow 
units where future use has yet to be determined to be used to support 
strategic aims. 
 

8.14 As units are to be let on an assured shorthold basis, they would not be subject 
to the Right to Buy. 
 

8.15 Initial modelling has indicated that developing up to 50 units to be let at 90% 
of open market rent can generate a positive IRR projected at 3.4%, even 
when accounting for land being sold to the company at full market value.  The 
Council is able to dispose of HRA land at less than market value. 
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8.16 If Members support the recommendations included in this report, a detailed 
business case will be prepared and governance arrangements drafted for final 
approval. 

 
9 OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED AND REJECTED 

9.1 Officers have considered the option of establishing a Housing Company for 
pure investment purposes.  However, a worked up viable business case has 
yet to be developed.  It is clear that if the proposed approach set out in this 
report has a positive business case, a vehicle established for pure commercial 
purposes (such as properties let at full market rent for example) should also 
be positive.  However, with a limited number of sites identified and with the 
need for sub market housing options being a clear strategic priority, focus has 
been on establishing a vehicle to support housing priorities.  

9.2 If the Council was in a position to further increase loan funding, establishing a 
separate vehicle for investment purposes would be relatively straight forward, 
subject to appropriate development sites being identified. 

9.3 CAB2911(HSG) considered a more complex option of dual company 
structures, one a company limited by guarantee and one in the form of a 
community benefit society.  Whilst the business case as indicated in Exempt 
Appendix A for the dual structure is marginally more positive than the single 
company structure, set up, management and governance would be more 
complex and with little or no immediate benefits to the Council.  Therefore, it 
is recommended that the Council initially establish a single company 
structure.  This would not preclude the establishment of a subsidiary 
charitable company at a later date to exploit potential tax advantages. 

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:- 

Previous Committee Reports:- 

CAB2911(HSG) dated 22 March 2017 

Other Background Documents:- 

None 

APPENDICES: 

Exempt Appendix  A – Local Housing Company Business Case Report October 
2017  

Exempt Appendix B -  The legal advice 
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	Introduction
	We have been instructed to prepare an interim report (the Interim Report) which reflects objectives of Winchester Council (the Council) updated from those articulated in a report dated 15 December 2016 (the Main Report).
	We summarise below the revised Council objectives and comment on where this impacts upon the legal analysis set out in the Main Report. This Interim Report should be read in light of the more comprehensive analysis set out in the Main Report.
	Unless otherwise defined, terminology used in the Interim Report is equivalent to that in the Main Report.

	Updated objectives
	The Council wishes to consider the impact of establishing WCC DevCo for reasons other than for "pure" investment purposes.  Instead, the Council wants to explore intervening in the housing market to encourage wider delivery, using WCC DevCo as the veh...
	The Council has also refined its objectives in establishing WCC AH. We understand that it primarily seeks to target those residents who require short-term sub-market housing.
	The Council has also identified an overarching objective to make the best use of its assets in a flexible manner, so as to be able agilely to respond to changing housing needs in its area.

	Powers – revised
	We understand that the Council is principally pursuing its housing investment objectives outside of the local housing company model. It therefore follows that the Council's power to invest under Section 12 (Section 12) of the Local Government Act 2003...
	Officers have explained that the Council wishes to intervene in the housing market as part of a wider strategy to make the best use of its assets and generate returns for the Council. The Council considers that this objective would best be met by purc...
	In the absence of a Section 12 power, the Council must consider what alternative power it may rely on. The Main Report has already referred to the Council's general power of competence set out in Section 1 of the 2011 Act and in our view this would be...
	We also consider the Council's general power of competence under Section 1 of the 2011 Act to be the most suitable power to rely on in establishing WCC AH.
	We understand that the Council wishes to deliver some sub-market housing in WCC AH, although it will continue to provide "pure" social housing within its HRA using its powers under Section 9 of the Housing Act 1985. The Council's objectives for WCC AH...
	In particular, we understand that the Council has identified a need for "affordable" assured shorthold tenancies in order to, inter alia:
	house workers or other employed persons who are unable to afford a market rent (but who would not be able to access traditional council housing) and who need a flexible tenancy arrangement;
	meet the needs of residents who would not be considered "homeless" under statute but who require or are best suited to sub-market accommodation on a short term basis (as part of a wider homelessness "prevention" strategy);
	use surplus temporary accommodation flexibly – so that the Council can meet the above objectives whilst retaining the ability to change the use of the units in future (e.g. back to temporary accommodation if there is an increase in homelessness).

	There are of course more HRA tenure options and lettings arrangements available now that the Housing and Planning Act 2016 has introduced a fixed term secure tenancy regime; but in our view there is still a case to be made for better achieving the Cou...
	1.1 Therefore, on the basis that the Council will most effectively be able to meet the objectives set out in paragraph 3.6 within a separate vehicle we are of the view that it is entitled to rely on Section 1 of the 2011 Act when establishing WCC AH t...

	Rural exception sites
	The Council is also considering developing rural exception sites within WCC AH. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) requires rural exception sites to be (primarily) used for affordable housing. The NPPF definition of affordable housing conte...
	Under the NPPF, a small number of market homes may be allowed on rural exception sites at the local authority’s discretion (e.g. where cross subsidy is necessary for financial viability). Prima facie, the sale or rental of a market home by WCC AH woul...

	General Fund sites
	We understand that land may be transferred to WCC DevCo (or potentially WCC AH) from the Council's HRA or General Fund.
	We have already considered the Council's power to transfer land (including land on which there are dwellings) out of the HRA at paragraph 13 of the Main Report.
	The Council has power to dispose of General Fund land under Section 123 of the 1972 Act (Section 123) for the best consideration reasonably obtainable.  Otherwise the disposal requires the consent of the Secretary of State.  The Secretary of State has...
	In determining whether (for the purposes of the General Consent) the consideration received is no more than £2 million less than the best consideration reasonably obtainable, the local authority is required to assess the unrestricted value of the prop...
	Should the Council come within the requirements of the Technical Appendix it would still need to satisfy itself that the £2 million "undervalue" was compliant with (i) the statutory rules on "financial assistance" (see paragraph 6.1 – 6.2) and (ii) St...

	Land values
	As we have set out in paragraph 13 of the Main Report, land transferred at an under-value for privately let accommodation requires consent under Section 25 of the 1988 Act (Section 25). There is a potentially applicable General Consent (AA) for HRA la...
	We understand that there are buildings within the Council's HRA which it potentially wishes to transfer to either WCC DevCo or WCC AH. As set out at paragraph 13.3 of the Main Report, the General Consent permits land with buildings to be sold to a Cou...
	We understand that the disposal to WCC DevCo or WCC AH may be in the form of a lease. A lease would be likely have a lower value so it would put less of a financial strain on the vehicle to meet either "market value" (in the case of HRA land) or "best...
	If the Council is relying on General Consent (AA) (i.e. for HRA land) the minimum term of a lease must be 99 years. Otherwise there is no prescribed length for leases of HRA land to WCC DevCo or WCC AH, although unless such lease is for more than 21 y...
	Another option would be to transfer land to WCC DevCo in return for shares in the company equal to the "market value" or "best consideration" of the disposal. The Council would of course need to ensure that, particularly bearing in mind that WCC DevCo...
	The acquisition of share capital in WCC DevCo in exchange for land for rented accommodation, would amount to financial assistance (as set out in Section 24 of the 1988 Act) and would be covered by General Consent C issued under Section 25. Section 25 ...
	As WCC DevCo will be delivering market housing, the Council must provide any "aid" on commercial arm's length terms in order to comply with State Aid rules. It is therefore important that any issue of shares in lieu of cash payment for land is structu...
	To the extent that WCC DevCo would be using (HRA) land transferred to it for the purpose of developing affordable housing (i.e. destined for onward transfer to WCC AH) there may be scope for providing aid on less-than-commercial terms. Of course such ...

	Tax
	We understand that the Council wishes to explore, in principle, the tax implications of pursuing some development within the Council (possibly up to the point of "golden brick") for onward transfer to WCC DevCo or WCC AH. Officers have informed us tha...
	Should the Council undertake the development "in-house", the position insofar as SDLT is concerned would be neutral (as compared with the principles set out in the Main Report).
	In relation to VAT, the issue was that a VAT cost could arise for WCC AH and WCC DevCo if the Council had opted to tax land being transferred.  Generally speaking, VAT incurred by WCC DevCo is recoverable to the extent it relates to private sale or sh...
	WCC AH's status with regards to corporation tax would be unchanged from that set out in paragraph 10.6 of the Main Report. There would therefore remain scope for WCC DevCo to gift aid some of its profits to WCC AH.
	In relation to corporation tax for WCC DevCo, it would pay corporation tax on its profits and its taxable profits have the potential to be larger than its accounting profits.  In order to explain the impact of development within the Council on WCC Dev...
	As the Council and WCC DevCo are likely to form a chargeable gains group, the transfer of any land held as a capital asset by the Council to WCC DevCo will take effect on a "no gain, no loss" basis. This means that WCC DevCo would inherit the Council'...
	If WCC DevCo intends to hold part of the land as trading stock (e.g. it intends to sell part of the land it has acquired, perhaps after building units) then it will appropriate accordingly.  This would trigger a corporation tax liability on the differ...
	In certain circumstances, it may be possible for the Council to appropriate the land to trading stock and therefore make a trading profit which would be exempt from corporation tax. The analysis of whether the Council's activities fall within the scop...
	If the Council does not appropriate the land to trading stock (i.e. it still holds it as a capital asset) then the position is as set out in paragraphs 7.6 and 7.7 above.
	With regard to the units to be held by WCC DevCo, the Council's decision to develop "in-house" must take account of vires. It would not be a reasonable use of the Council's powers to undertake development of units destined for onward transfer to a veh...

	Conclusion
	Once the matters set out in this Interim Report have been reflected upon, and key decisions have been made, we should be pleased to provide additional assistance. In particular, documentation should be prepared to reflect the agreed arrangements.
	Our Interim Report is provided subject to the terms of our appointment, including the limitations on our liability. The Interim Report is not to be shared with or relied on by any other party or person without our prior written permission.

	2 Introduction
	2.1 Winchester City Council (the Council) has commissioned this Report to understand how it can increase affordable housing supply and achieve certain other housing objectives by establishing one or more local housing companies or vehicles.
	2.2 The Report is based on the understanding of the Council's objectives gained from emails exchanged with the Chief Housing Officer and attendance at a meeting with officers in Winchester on 11 November.

	3 Objectives
	3.1 The Council's principal aim is to increase the supply of affordable rented accommodation in the Borough.
	3.2 In the Council's view the announcements in the recent Autumn Statement indicate potential for grant support for affordable rented housing and the Council will continue to provide as much sub-market housing as it can through the Housing Revenue Acc...
	3.2.1 investment – open market shared ownership (OMSO)/custom build; and
	3.2.2 private market rent/submarket rent to help housing need – both new build and acquisition (including the 'trickle' transfer of vacant stock within the five a year limit).

	3.3 The Council is aware of the potential difficulties created by new legislation concerning Higher Value Voids (HVVs) but does not require that an independent vehicle be created to take a transfer of them – or at least more than five (disposals) of t...
	3.4 Likewise, it is keen to use its retained RTB receipts but is confident it can do so without needing to have an eligible body to take them, i.e. one it does not control.

	4 Available resources/opportunities
	4.1 The Council has identified some sites which are suitable for development.  They are all held in the HRA.  We have not been informed of any suitable sites held in the General Fund.
	4.2 The Council is in principle ready to on-lend PWLB/DMO borrowing to support these housing vehicles, subject of course to Prudential evaluation.
	4.3 Off-site Section 106 monies may well also be available.

	5 Initial decisions
	5.1 During the discussion at the meeting on 11 November it was agreed that the Council has two objectives in increasing housing supply.
	5.2 The first was essentially a financial one: the Council is seeking a financial return for the benefit of the General Fund, i.e. it is making an investment in the local housing market.  The result would necessarily be to assist with general housing ...
	5.3 The second objective was indeed to increase the supply of housing – specifically for those unable to access the market themselves.  In other words, the Council intended to provide or facilitate the provision of sub-market housing.
	5.4 The Autumn Statement, after the meeting, has caused the Council to reconsider the emphasis of its approach: see paragraph 2.2 above;  but the overall approach remains the same.  Note however that for legal purposes it is important to distinguish b...
	5.5 This distinction between a financial return (investment) derived from market intervention on the one hand and the provision of submarket housing on the other hand was discussed at the meeting.  Finance officers saw the distinction as a key 'tool' ...
	5.6 It is this distinction which informs the model discussed at the meeting and analysed below.

	6 The model
	7 Features of the model
	7.1 WCC Development Company (WCC DevCo) is established as a company limited by shares wholly controlled by the Council.
	7.2 WCC DevCo is used for developing all the units, including the affordable units "destined" for WCC Affordable Homes (WCC AH)  (see below) and also any market-facing products, whether for sale (including OMSO and custom build) or renting.
	7.3 There is no reason, in principle, why WCC DevCo could not develop and own affordable as well as market units in its own right; but we believe there are overall advantages to separating the two types of ownership, particularly in view of the desire...
	7.4 Available HRA land is transferred for development to WCC DevCo  unless it is decided to transfer the land for the sub-market units directly to WCC AH.
	7.5 A shareholders agreement regulates the relationship between the Council and WCC DevCo, providing reassurance for the Council but with sufficient flexibility to help ensure that WCC DevCo can respond to market opportunities and has a "commercial ch...
	7.6 WCC AH is a community benefit society (CBS) with (exempt) charitable status, controlled by the Council as described in paragraph 8.
	7.7 WCC AH either takes transfers of the affordable units developed by WCC DevCo or it contracts with WCC DevCo to construct those units for it.
	7.8 WCC AH provides a range of affordable accommodation. In addition to the constitutional controls exercisable by the Council WCC, AH is constrained by its charitable rules.
	7.9 The Council on-lends to WCC DevCo and WCC AH PWLB/DMO monies, secured on properties/land.

	8 Powers
	8.1 The Council has a power to invest as set out in section 12 of the Local Government Act 2003.  It is broadly drawn: a council can invest for any purpose relevant to its statutory functions or for the better management of its financial affairs. Ther...
	8.2 The Council's power to set up and use WCC AH depends on whether it is reasonable to use section 1 (NB: not section 4) of the 2011 Act and not section 9 of the Housing Act 1985.  This turns on why WCC AH's objectives cannot be achieved by the Counc...
	8.3 The case for section 1 is strengthened if WCC AH does more than mimic the provision of accommodation through the Council's HRA.  This may involve shorter term (assured short-hold) tenancies and WCC AH's willingness, within its charitable rules, to...
	8.4 A comparison with the Council's current tenancy policy will be important, bearing in mind the revised regime for fixed term secure tenancies introduced by the recent Housing and Planning Act.

	9 Governance – WCC Affordable Homes
	9.1 WCC AH's board members will be appointed (and removed) by the Council. There may also be quorum protections. There must be at least three shareholders. One should be the Council (in its corporate capacity) and we suggest two be members of the boar...
	9.2 It is not proposed that WCC AH be a (private) registered provider (PRP).  Quite apart from the potential difficulty in securing PRP status for a council subsidiary, we anticipate that the Council will not welcome the rent controls at least current...
	9.3 A company limited by guarantee (CLG) could also be a charity but it would need to be registered with the Charity Commission and, though a charitable CBS would have to operate on the same charitable principles, there are features in the model (espe...
	9.4 WCC AH is expected to confine its activities to affordable "products".  It might be able to justify the delivery of market products as consistent with its investment powers but, though it would not pay corporation tax on profits thereby generated,...
	9.5 Assets in WCC AH would be subject to the restrictions on disposals which apply to charities.
	9.6 We are not aware of any planned change to the exempt charities regime but current regulatory reforms (applying to RPs) make this a possibility.
	9.7 If WCC AH is wound up its (remaining) properties can only be transferred to another charity with similar objects.  A solvent winding up would be directed by the Council as shareholder and through its 'nominee' shareholders and no doubt the need to...

	10 Governance – WCC DevCo
	10.1 WCC DevCo would be a company limited by shares, registered with Companies House.  It would be wholly owned by the Council, as sole shareholder.
	10.2 A CLS affords commercial flexibility: it allows for the possibility of future investors taking a 'stake' in the company or even acquiring the company (and with it the property portfolio).
	10.3 A CLG would be less flexible in that regard;  it would also not be able to take advantage of SDLT group relief (see paragraphs 10.2 and 10.4).

	11 Tax
	11.1 It will be appreciated that these tax comments are 'overview' in nature, designed to assist with the group structure.  Detailed tax advice should be taken before entering into any transactions.
	11.2 No SDLT should be payable on land transferred by the Council to WCC DevCo (group relief), subject to claw-back of the relief in certain circumstances (i.e. on a share sale within 3 years of the effective date of the transaction (usually completio...
	11.3 WCC DevCo would pay corporation tax on its surpluses/profits but could gift aid at least some of those profits to WCC AH, in the form of cash or possibly in the form of discounted property transfers or a gift of property. These profits – and the ...
	11.4 WCC DevCo's taxable profits on sales, based on low historic Council land values, could be substantial and WCC DevCo may not have enough cash to gift-aid an amount equal to the profit. Development within and sales from the Council – which would be...
	11.5 It is worth mentioning that WCC DevCo is not proposed to be a subsidiary of WCC AH (as is conventional in RP structures) because we believe this 'cuts across' the Council's desire to treat WCC DevCo as a separate investment/commercial vehicle und...
	11.6 WCC AH would not (under current rules) pay corporation tax on surpluses generated from its charitable activities, provided the surpluses are used for its charitable purposes.
	11.7 VAT incurred by WCC DevCo and by WCC AH on ongoing repairs and maintenance, and on housing management, would not be recoverable.
	11.8 There are VAT apportionment issues if WCC DevCo sells and rents.  Insofar as the VAT is attributable to the rental units it is irrecoverable.  It is also irrecoverable if it is attributable to the transfer of custom build plots where a dwelling i...
	11.9 WCC DevCo would incur VAT on land transferred to it by the Council only if the Council opted to tax (unlikely?) and also on its professional fees (but not on construction costs apart from certain items such as white goods and carpets).  Its trans...
	11.10 Assuming WCC DevCo transferred only completed (or partly completed) units, WCC AH would not pay VAT on those units.
	11.11 If WCC AH simply contracted with WCC DevCo to build the new units it would not pay VAT on that new build work, which would be zero-rated. There could however be irrecoverable VAT on the price of land, if the seller (i.e. the Council – though unl...
	11.12 Funding arrangements between the Council and both WCC DevCo and WCC AH would be subject to transfer pricing rules and, for working and/or indicative purposes only, a 60/40 loan/equity "split" should be assumed, with the equity element not being ...

	12 Procurement
	12.1 WCC AH is likely to be a contracting authority, given its constitutional and financial relationship with the Council and the fact that it is unlikely to be deemed to have a commercial character.  This would mean in theory that it would have to co...
	12.2 WCC DevCo, on the other hand, may well not be a contracting authority, assuming it is deemed to have a "commercial character" and that this is not compromised by controls imposed by the Council (see paragraph 6.5 above).
	12.3 For the same reasons WCC DevCo may not be a 'Teckal' company: this means only pure land transfers would be possible out-with the EU procurement rules.  On the other hand WCC AH would be likely to be a Teckal company.  This would mean that, in pri...
	12.4 WCC AH could therefore simply take units transferred to it at the Council's direction. This is the obvious approach to take, but Regulation 12(2)(b) of the 2015 Regulations may be available to allow WCC AH as a contracting authority to contract w...

	13 State Aid
	13.1 The interest rate and other terms of the Council's on-lent borrowing would be subject to State Aid rules in the case of both WCC DevCo and WCC AH; but in the case of WCC AH the aid could be on less-than-commercial terms (because it would be suppo...
	13.2 The EU's interest rate guidance refers to base rate plus 4.0% for 100% development finance; but this is no more than a starting point for the analysis.

	14 Consents
	14.1 Land transferred from the HRA is subject to the requirement for consent under section 32 of the Housing Act 1985.  A General Consent is available for vacant land but see paragraph 13.2 for the possible need to obtain consent under the Local Gover...
	14.2 If land is transferred at an under-value and the purpose is what is termed privately let accommodation (which includes shared ownership but obviously excludes outright sale), consent under section 25 of the 1988 Act is needed. There is a potentia...
	14.3 If dwellings were to be transferred from the HRA they would need to transfer at full value if the General Consent under section 32 were to be used and since both transferees are Council subsidiaries the restriction to five disposals a year would ...
	14.4 General consent (C) under section 25 of the 1988 Act will apply to on-lent borrowing and if necessary section 106 monies.

	15 Tenancies
	15.1 WCC AH (and also WCC DevCo) will let assured tenancies and therefore out-with the Right to Buy.
	15.2 For the sake of commercial flexibility (and to assist with the "powers" issues, but consistent with its charitable objectives: see paragraph 7.3 above) WCC AH could use assured short-hold tenancies (even if not necessarily as short as six months)...

	16 Funding
	16.1 WCC DevCo, as already noted, is likely to depend on on-lent PWLB/DMO borrowing.  So too might WCC AH, in order to purchase or procure new affordable units from WCC DevCo.
	16.2 The use of section 106 monies must be confined to affordable housing.  We are assuming that neither planning policy nor the planning agreements preclude the use of WCC AH.
	16.3 The Council may or may not make available General Fund reserves.
	16.4 The main legal implications relate to tax and State Aid: see paragraphs 10 and 12.
	16.5 Extensive use of PWLB for on-lending to local housing companies may prompt Government intervention.

	17 Accounting treatment
	17.1 We anticipate that the arrangements 'within' both WCC DevCo and WCC AH will be accounted for out-with the HRA.  We expect that both vehicles will be 'grouped' for accounting (but not VAT) purposes with the Council, but this of course is a matter ...
	17.2 Minimum Revenue Provision is also essentially a matter for the Council's finance officers and auditors; but we are aware that new approaches are being considered for local housing companies. We understand that the key question is whether it is pr...
	17.3 WCC DevCo will 'generate' capital receipts from disposals and the question arises how they can be used. There are a range of relevant 'rules' concerning capital receipts, principally deriving from the Local Government Act 2003 and the Regulations...
	17.4 The Council will also be concerned about the CFR implications for the HRA and the General Fund of land disposals.  This too is chiefly an accounting/audit matter but we are aware of the effect of the Limits on Indebtedness Determination 2012 (as ...

	18 Next steps
	18.1 Council officers will want first to evaluate the merits of the model we are suggesting.  Key considerations will be (a) scale and (b) charitable status.
	18.2 Given the continuing plan to use the HRA to deliver affordable housing the extent of other affordable housing activity within WCC AH needs to be assessed.  We anticipate that the importance attached to separation between subsidised and market act...
	18.3 Then the value of charitable status for WCC AH needs to be considered. Most local housing companies have been set up with non-charitable status;  here the availability of WCC AH as a recipient of gift-aid is the obvious benefit;  but a computatio...
	18.4 Establishing WCC AH as a charitable CBS, with Council-appointed board members, may take three months but it would be prudent to allow six (including HMRC clearance).
	18.5 The establishment of WCC DevCo as a CLS should be a good deal more straightforward; but please note the need to evaluate the tax benefit of the Council itself carrying out the development (see paragraph 10.4).
	18.6 The supporting contractual and other documentation can be prepared in parallel.  This will include:
	18.6.1 articles for WCC DevCo and rules for WCC AH;
	18.6.2 shareholder/Intra-group Agreement; and
	18.6.3 loan facility agreement (for on lending).

	18.7 There will also be a need for business planning and financial modelling to establish that the model 'works' in relation to specific sites and anticipated rental levels and sales receipts.
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